
Inter/Adv Photoshop                Jessi Franko

IN-CLASS EXERCISE:  JACKET 
OBJECTIVES
In this in-class exercise, you will use various selection techniques for an image selection: the 
Pen Tool, the Lasso Tool, the Magic Wand, and the alpha channel. 

REQUIREMENTS
In the course folder, you will find three images: jacket.psd, jacketCollar.psd, and jacketfinal.
gif. The image jacketfinal.gif demonstrates what you have after your selection. First, you will 
use jacket.psd as the image to start the selection.  Then, you will add the jacket collar on the 
selection afterwards. 

PROCESS
1. Suppose you will need to put a jacket on a Web site for sale. It would be nice to 
 have the jacket in a “wearable” shape, but you do not want to inconvenience the 
 model by asking a to show up for a photoshoot. You need to knock out the person   
 wearing the jacket and make up the jacket collar with the jacketCollar.psd file.

2. Launch Photoshop and open jacket.psd. First, you need to select the jacket out of 
 the image. You may use the alpha channel for the selection. If you are not 
 comfortable with the alpha channel, you may consider using the Pen Tool, the Lasso 
 Tool, and the Magic Wand. No matter what way you use, you need to have a perfect 
 selection without any artifacts (hint - use the anchor points like we practiced in class 
 exercises to help tweak the selection and make it perfect). Put the selected jacket in 
 a new document. You will need to keep this file, since it records the process of your 
 selection.

3. Since there is no jacket collar in the image, you need to make up for that after you 
 knock out the person wearing the jacket. Open the image jacketCollar.psd and select 
 only the collar with either the Cropping Tool or the Marquee Tool. Import the jacket 
 collar to the new document and put it in a new layer. You may have to use the 
 Transform tool (command + t) to adjust the position of the collar for a perfect match.
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